
Fw: fatal flaw with COVID vaccine hypothesis, now YOU are also accountable. 

Sent: Thursday, December 9, 2021 00:39 
To: monica.garcia@lausd.net <monica.garcia@lausd.net>; sonia.reza@lausd.net <sonia.reza@lausd.net>;
lizette.patron@lausd.net <lizette.patron@lausd.net>; j.valdivia@lausd.net <j.valdivia@lausd.net>;
mindy.shim@lausd.net <mindy.shim@lausd.net>; teresa.cortes1@lausd.net <teresa.cortes1@lausd.net>;
Comments NEJM <comments@nejm.org>; Spectre Peter (Ron Johnson) <peter_spectre@ronjohnson.
senate.gov>; City of Los Angeles <311@lacity.org> 
Subject: Fw: fatal flaw with COVID vaccine hypothesis, now YOU are also accountable.
 

LAUSD 
Office of Board Member Dr. George J. McKenna III 
333 S. Beaudry Avenue, 24th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017

DATE:  December 8, 2021

VIA: Certified mail, email, fax

RE:  Critical information regarding the single largest medical mistake in the history of modern
medicine, the COVID VACCINE.

Dear Monica Garcia,

I'm certain you will understand the grave implications of the following sentence.   The COVID
vaccine theory is based on production of a neutralizing antibody that binds the COVID virus before
the virus can infect lung cells.  Well, that means the antibody actually has to be present in the
lung.    

The lung is essentially a balloon that is mostly air and the lung barrier must be able to prevent
water molecules from filling our lung, otherwise we drown in our own fluids.   Well, this "blood lung
barrier" that I did NOT invent, will STOP antibody molecules that are 145,000 Daltons in size. 
Water molecules are only 18 Daltons in size and this lung barrier can stop the net influx of water
molecules into our lung.  The antibody molecule is formed in the blood/lymph.   Yes, ironically, NOT
one scientist on earth has published an active transport model showing how extremely large
antibody molecules move across this blood lung barrier.   Essentially, there IS NO VIABLE path for
the neutralizing antibody that forms in the blood after a COVID vaccine, across the lung barrier into
the lung.   You get what that means?   The COVID vaccine's paradigm is fatally flawed.  The single
biggest mistake in the history of medicine. 

Well, now you've been informed.  So, any actions you take based on the COVID vaccine mandate
(the COVID vaccine is based on pure science fiction right now) will have to be reversed BECAUSE
THE COVID VACCINE's PARADIGM IS SCIENCE FICTION.



You think I'm spouting "misinformation"?  Then, how come a CALIFORNIA MEDICAL BOARD
member, Dr. Harold Krauss understands the seriousness of my information and agrees that it
should be moved up the medical/leadership chain of command here in California?   

You have ACCOUNTABILITY the moment you receive this email.  

Think for yourself.     Dr. Anthony Fauci represents "science fiction", not SCIENCE.  Dr. Fauci was
informed of all this over a year ago, and when all this comes to light, HE WILL GO TO PRISON.

I have MANY reputable objective scientists who have reviewed all my information and are
astounded at the LACK of rigorous science behind the COVID vaccine.   

I have sent Dr. Fauci a 74 page letter detailing every aspect of this.  Dr. Fauci will GO TO
PRISON.   Dr. Fauci is a dumb idiot who is clearly senile and not capable of rational objective
thought.

If you have any concerns, clearly I am available to enlighten you.  Mayor Garcetti has been
informed many times and has responded inadequately.   All your actions following this email to you
will be subject to review by many scientists in the future.  Behave appropriately and do the right
thing.

The author of the original FDA COVID vaccine study can't answer any of these questions.   The
New England Journal of Medicine Chief Editor will lose his job once this all comes to light.   There
is not a single scientist or physician that has been able to answer these questions, because
THERE IS NO ANSWER.   The antibody is the ultimate "RED HERRING".

Introduction   

Introduction

Regards,

/joseph y. lee/
electronic signature

Joseph Y. Lee, MD

[Цитируемый текст скрыт]
[Цитируемый текст скрыт]
[Цитируемый текст скрыт]



[Цитируемый текст скрыт]
On Tuesday, September 21, 2021, 05:30:29 PM PDT, Joe Lee wrote:

To:

The California Medical Board and Kimberley McReynolds,

This information was sent to the NIH, many CDC directors, many FDA directors. 

This is the single largest mistake in the history of modern medicine.  Mr. Felderbaum
(FDA Media Director) was notified and to be certain that the FDA does the correct
thing, I am informing all members of the FDA legal counsel team of this issue also.   

There are only two questions that expose the bizarre nature of this medical mistake. 
Any layman can see the bizarre nature of the poor logic. 

1.  Do you believe the COVID vaccine "works" because of a neutralizing antibody in the
lung alveolus that binds Covid viruses, preventing them from infecting lung alveolar
cells?

2.  Then, how did this very large 150,000 Dalton COVID IgG antibody cross the blood
lung barrier (aka the alveolar wall) into the lung alveolus?  This lung alveolar wall can
impede the net movement of WATER molecules that are only 18 Daltons in weight,
from filling our lung alveoli.  

Why would a molecule (the COVID IgG antibody) which is 8000 times larger than a
water molecule be able to cross this alveolar wall?   There is not a single peer reviewed
paper on earth that describes an active transport mechanism that can move IgG
antibodies from the capillary (we all agree that IgG antibodies are created in the
blood/lymph), across the lung alveolar wall (which can impede the net influx of tiny
water molecules), into the lung alveolar sac, where the infections are taking place.  lol. 
yes, you've heard of the "emperor's new clothes"?   This is the modern version of that,
except a million times worse.  

It's incredible.  The gargantuan size of the mistake.  As an aside, the blood BRAIN
barrier typically has a size limit for molecules that can passively diffuse through it of no
greater than 500 Daltons.  But, do you really believe that the blood LUNG barrier must
allow a 150,000 Dalton IgG molecule to simply diffuse across it? 

Would the FDA ever approve a medication or vaccine that doesn't have a valid
hypothesis?  The COVID vaccine has NO hypothesis right now.  There is NOT a single
peer reviewed publication on earth, that describes an active transport system which can
"teleport" very large IgG covid antibodies from the blood THROUGH the blood lung
barrier, into the lung alveolus where the lung alveolar epithelial cells are being infected.  

LOL.  Yeah.  Ironic.  The "anti-vaxxers" were correct.

I have let the CDC know.  They seem incompetent.  Let's see if the FDA leaders are
actually scientific or just operate under politics and "group think".

This information was sent to many media outlets and many reporters.  

The "thalidomide" issue?   Compared to this mistake, the thalidomide controversy was
duck soup.  This is possibly the single biggest mistake the FDA ever made, in it's entire



history.

Let's do the right thing and require the pharmaceutical companies to explain
themselves.

The "immunity" to lawsuits is likely only to be valid as long as there is "good faith" in
providing the covid vaccine.  Once, a serious fatal flaw such as this is disclosed, but the
covid vaccine STILL FDA approved in spite of this knowledge of the fatal flaw in the
hypothesis, a different legal picture emerges.  

If the COVID vaccine has a major flaw in its hypothesis, and the scientific leadership
DON'T know how the COVID vaccine works, aren't the ones spreading misinformation
Dr. Anthony Fauci and the CDC/FDA?

I am being pro-active with this.  I have "enemy" physicians who are trying to "threaten"
me and claiming that I am spreading "misinformation" and that my medical license may
be revoked.

No, what I am doing is exposing the very inadequate science behind the COVID
vaccine.   

I would like a zoom meeting with a couple of your board members because we need to
bring this to the medical leadership in California.  I also want to report Dr. Barbara
Ferrer for refusing to acknowledge my emails regarding this, refusing to return my
phone calls regarding this most serious of issues.   

If in fact the COVID vaccine doesn't have the benefit of the "neutralizing antibody" in
the lung, then the R/B of the vaccine looks drastically worse.  Then, continuing to
mandate the COVID vaccine is "doing harm", contrary to the oath we took as
physicians.

Please set up a meeting for me with your board members ASAP.  I cannot think of
another issue that is more pressing for the California Medical Board, the CDC, and the
FDA right now.

Joseph Y. Lee, MD

On Tuesday, September 21, 2021, 04:19:37 PM PDT, McReynolds, Kimberle@MBC
<kimberle.mcreynolds@mbc.ca.gov> wrote:

Dr. Lee,

 

Please find my responses below to your questions:

 

Q1. Can I lose my license if my peers file a complaint with the medical Board of California?

 

A1. The Medical Board of California’s mission is consumer protection and one of the ways it
accomplishes this mission is through the enforcement of the Medical Practice Act, and other laws,



that pertain to the practice of medicine in California. Publicly spreading false COVID-19 information
may be considered unprofessional conduct and could be grounds for disciplinary action. The Board
will review complaints it receives about its licensees on this topic, as it does with all complaints. To
date, no accusation has been filed against a licensee regarding this issue. The Board is unable to
provide further information regarding its complaints and investigations as they are both confidential by
law. To see a live list of disciplinary actions/accusations filed against physicians, please
visit:https://www.mbc.ca.gov/Resources/Publications/Alerts.aspx

 

Q2.  Can I talk with the Board Members?

            A2. Yes, email your questions/comments to Webmaster@mbc.ca.gov and they will be forwarded to
all Board Members.

 

Q3. Can I file a report on the medical leadership?

            A3. Yes, please include the information in the email to the webmaster and the information will be
forwarded to the Board Members.

 

Thank you

 

 

 

K. Danette McReynolds, Staff Services Manager I 
Medical Board of California - Executive Office 
2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA 95815-5401 
(916) 263-2703 (desk)

     

 

 

*** Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by
reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
***
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